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Eliminate dependency on expensive
conference bridge services
Easily extend the capabilities of your phone system with
TeleVantage Conference Manager. This turnkey, costeffective

application

seamlessly

integrates

with

TeleVantage to eliminate the need for third-party
conference services or dedicated conferencing hardware.

TeleVantage Conference Manager is a powerful tool for creating automated, professional
conference calls that facilitate communication
and cut costs at the same time. With
Conference Manager, teleconferencing is hosted completely by your existing TeleVantage
system and network infrastructure. There’s no
need for expensive third-party conferencing
services or dedicated conferencing hardware.
Plus, conference setup and administration is
easier than ever before.

A wide range of conference controls are available. For example, you can configure conference rooms to become available at a certain
date for a specified duration, You can establish
password entry on a room-by-room basis and
play attendees’ names or a sound whenever an
attendee joins or leaves and enable moderated
conferences that give the moderator the
option to mute all non-moderator callers and
much more (see table of features).
EASY TO ATTEND

EASY TO SET UP
Teleconferences have never been easier to
arrange in advance or on-the-fly. The intuitive
Conference Room Administrator GUI makes
setup and configuration quick and easy.
TeleVantage Conference Room Administrator
can be installed on any PC that has TeleVantage
ViewPoint, enabling conferences to be administered from anywhere on the network.
You can preschedule conference calls or set up
virtual conference rooms that are available
24/7 for urgent situations. Multiple conference
calls can be conducted simultaneously with up
to 60 speaking participants and an unlimited
number of listen-only parties.

Participants can easily join conferences by
simply dialing an extension and selecting the
conference of their choice or by having an
automated invitation connect them at the
meeting start time. With TeleVantage
Conference Manager, say goodbye to complicated access numbers and codes.
LOG, MONITOR AND RECORD
TeleVantage Conference Manager works seamlessly with all other TeleVantage features. You
can view, manage and record conference calls
in the ViewPoint™ Call Monitor, and use the
TeleVantage Call Log to keep track of who was
in a conference and for how long, and more.
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Selected Features of TeleVantage Conference Manager
Conference up to 60 speaking parties and an unlimited number of listen-only parties.
Conduct multiple conference calls simultaneously in an unlimited number of different
conference rooms.
Play attendee names of a customizable sound whenever an attendee joins or leaves.
Announce the number of active participants to new attendees.
Moderated conference options: always mute non-moderators; mute when a moderator joins; mute
until a moderator joins.
Multiple conference administrators can set up conferences, but be prevented from editing each
other’s conferences.
Automatically route callers to a particular conference room, or verbally prompt them to parties.
Optionally require password entry to a conference.
Automatically place outbound invitation calls to a list of invitees and add them to a conference.
Schedule conference rooms to be available all the time or only on a certain date for a limited
amount of time.
Play warning messages when a conference is about to end; extend conference durations if the
moderator continues to participate.
Create conferences that limit the number of attendees, restrict attendees to TeleVantage users
or prevent users from talking without a moderator.
Manage and view conference participants using the TeleVantage Call Monitor.
See a history of conference attendees and how long they participated using the TeleVantage
Call Log.

SPECIFY WITH CONFIDENCE

ABOUT VERTICAL COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

We’re eager to show you how the Vertical
TeleVantage Conference Manager can dramatically cut the costs of teleconferences,
while making them easier than ever to set
up. For pricing information or to place an
order, contact your authorized TeleVantage
Solution Provider or call Vertical today at
800-914-9985.

Vertical Communications, Inc. is a leading
provider of next-generation IP-based and
digital communications systems for business. Vertical has established a track record
of providing the world’s leading business
organizations with powerful communications solutions that improve efficiency and
provide managers with new information and
metrics to increase productivity and profitability. Vertical’s customers are leading
companies of all sizes — from small to large
and distributed — and include CVS/pharmacy ®, Household International and Apria
Healthcare. Vertical is headquartered in
Cambridge, Mass.

One Memorial Drive Cambridge, MA 02142
www.vertical.com
800-914-9985
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